
 ^N4 inert division to refraction. Cell division. (The cardiovascular system)Uן
‘d [before the sun (100,0869)],d’ [after the vertical chlorophyll [ר system]-13. 
 
ßГ3:1 +-А^D(13)| 8= D perfect form. In [black *plasmic +mitosis (no color).  
Altercation to altriction Bןן 
Time is the variable. Ingredients of sound. Unified Y under densities @clouds per particle 
mineral [Root Stability].  
 
Empty (membrane—>glass] cell mitosis under water per plasmic Breakage particle (in air) 
defined by [Na] ½ adjacency degree X +⅔ its transformative effect. (U,lo°,g).  
Cןפءء of Tying bonds together. [raveling]. 
 
G/EC ⅙ —-> 6 Г90° 6r rational  
_|nx|_ Root Stability n C. Nutritional bias [yellowן]. S^2 
S= (1) (time to energy iO|[now]ъן] ]sub carbon of hydrocarbon molecules). X 
S= (1) [yellowן diversion m::2 (m^2 of co2) hydroconversion to topography H20. [time] 
Nucleic acidity ——-> mass.16.09 (‘d,d’) s, a (d hydro Subatomic molecules —-> (2)а°П Form n.  
 
(E) Subatomic mass ]+Hן ——> Sperm cells (s) + e(s) Ionic culture [now1^10 = [יfן 
[submotonic culture x = a through absorbance weight e [inert—> ch, fe, —> ER (E::(I)R 
infrafraction s). Z. [slvi]. (X^3) hyfer sensitivities [yУY/h]ע. Y fields to DNA [red].  
White———> Red.  
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Form R of eroplasticity thé right side of the mind needs nutritional balance fY^r^t 10^1 to heat 
nitrogen, .03 hydrothermic reactions by t [Estrogen-P]. Counter-weight. XYt. Sperm—-> thé 
direct dividend. 8 molecular weight י form [holdן]. Left|Right magnetic filtration. Mr  
M[form 2]—>[sub] Е <—— ф 
 
Sperm cells. Hydroelectricity to fruition (devices) DrA in electromagnetic fields to nutrient 
(A,E,C) value 10^1 (8) the nuclear value (breathing) is (3) of subatomic geography [the nucleus 
(sun Absorbance)-filtration fYt]° paradox. On a submotonic gradation scale 1-9 [chlorophyll] of I. 
Unique intervals pass time (Stelmic pass) through nucleus gradation levels 3-13 described in 
units [of the blood] to the nutritional value of exerted E (vanishing point) hydronucleide to 3/3 
carbon adjacency in unique fields [neoplasmic cultures taken i] of u,lo°,g. Thé energy of 
carbon. [Eii] (F . Mass), energy state to hypothermic resistance. Chemical basis of refraction Bןן.  
 
Divides spatial reliance to ions by I absorbance E —-> extracted by (2). Inert formulas. Of gN (in 
the genes).  
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Formation Q. (RS) Subdiverted heat; it isn’t molecules.  

[carbon-13] 
ß 


